
  

 

List of improvements actions – DSH October 2020 

Teaching and Learning  

 MCS to add new scheme of work to Year 8 PowerPoint by January 2021, then liaise with MCS 
and LSH to make sure we are all familiar with the project and how it will run and fit into the 
bigger picture of the LTP; 

 Continue to assess the effectiveness of LTP and MTPs, while continually adding to the bank 
of central resources shared across the department. In particular, more resources for GCSE 
schemes of work, and tweak/improve/add to where necessary; 

 Trial the new written feedback system this year and continue to provide regular and 
effective feedback. Evaluate at the end of the year; 

 Continue to utilise Teams as effectively as possible to set work but also to contact and 
encourage students who are working remotely to engage with the work, particularly Year 
11; 

 To embed use of the visualiser in my 08d/Ar2 class to aid with practical demonstrations (PM 
target) but also in general with all my classes; 

 Create resources for practical lessons which enable students to complete work 
independently in class and staff to maintain social distancing (during COVID-19 pandemic); 

 To develop a student-friendly course handbook, outlining key knowledge and skills relating 
to the GCSE course to be used by all staff teaching the GCSE course now and in the future. 
 

Extracurricular  

 Continue to look at ways of showing students where a career in art and design could take 
them, e.g. organise workshops, artist visits, etc. 

Assessment  

 Continue to work hard in all aspects to ensure that GCSE grades improve. 

CPD 

 DSH requested MCS be allowed to go on AQA standardisation course as he will be required 
to grade GCSE Fine Art work this year alongside DSH (although not sure how this will be run 
this year due to COVID-19); 

 Continue to liaise with Broughton HoD and other schools, such as Hodgson Academy as 
suggested by RLO; 

 Following the usual M&E schedule of learning walks, short observations, book scrutiny etc. 
will be more difficult this year due to the pandemic. Therefore as HoD I will need to find 
ways to conduct M&E that are COVID-safe, such as asking teachers to upload images of 
students’ work/sketchbooks to Teams etc.  

Behaviour 

 Support members of the department with behaviour issues through use of analytics, 
rewards and sanctions, and liaising with parents and mentors.  


